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Alkalisk Wash Citrus

Used to clean most surfaces such as all types 
of facades, boats, cars, campers and trailers, 
trucks, ma-chinery, floors, walls, roofs etc.
This product dissolves general dirt, soot, algae, 
oil, grease, exhaust emissions, insects etc.

Allrent Eco

Allrent Eco is an all-round product for all 
cleaning jobs. For all washable surfaces 
including sensitive textiles/fabrics. Ideal for 
polish treated floors and as textile cleaner.

Chewing Gum Remover

Chewing Gum Remover is used to remove 
chewing gum residues on hard and soft 
colorfast surfaces. 

Eco Wash Green

Used to wash surfaces such as trains, metros, 
trams, busses, personal vehicles, boats, trucks 
and transportcontainers.

Eco Wash Neutral

Eco Wash Neutral is a mild universal general 
cleaner, designed for exterior and interior 
washing of car, bus, caravan, truck, train and 
canopy. Is also perfect for general inside 
cleaning of Train, Metro, Tram, and T-bane (on 
all water-resistant surfaces).  

Eco Wash Yellow

Used to clean trains, metro, trucks, forklifts, 
hoods, transportcontainers, cars and buses.
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Glue Remover

Used to remove glue residue from decals, glue 
in production, floor glue etc. The product can 
be used on all hard, fadeless surfaces. Also 
removes heel marks and other streaks caused 
by rubber.

Glass Cleaner Blue

Cleans windows, mirrors, tiles, TV screens, 
vehicle windscreens etc. quickly and effectively. 
Removes traffic grime and insects as well as 
general dirt.

Interior Clean

Cleaner for most materials in the car, plastic, 
rubber, textiles and glass

Odour Killer

Eliminates and neutralizes quickly and effectively 
a wide range of odorous substances in a natural 
way.
The product provides effective and long-lasting 
odor control. Areas of use are e.g. garbage 
stations/garbage rooms, carpets, toilets, 
exercise facilities, areas for pets. The product 
has outstanding performance on urine. The 
product does not hide the odor, but attacks and 
eliminates the source of it.

Stainless Steel Cleaner

Effective water-based cleaner for stainless 
steel, chrome, laminated plastic and aluminum 
surfaces. Cleans, restores and protects the 
surface so that it better resists fingerprints and 
stains.

Stain Remover

Use to remove stains on textile materials. 
Dissolves stains caused by coffee, wine, fruit, 
ice cream, chocolate, oil etc. 

Shine Dressing

Water based shine agent to restore gloss to 
plastic & rubber surfaces. Refresh plastic 
moldings and tires.

WC Cleaner

Spray on surface and allow to work for some 
minutes then use a brush or similar and rinse 
with water.
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Experts in cleaning agents for the professional market

We have one of the market's widest product ranges – and with many years of experience 
in both development, production and sales of effective cleaning products – which we sell 
to the European market. The head office is in Sweden, with sales offices in Denmark and 
Norway as well as an extensive network of dealers.

Philosophy

Blue & Green aims to deliver products of the highest quality at the right price -
with the least possible environmental impact. We have a great focus on the environmental 
impact when we develop and produce our product range. It is important to us that our 
products are efficient in our customers application with the least environmental impact.

That is why we have several different environmental labels on a large part of our products 
and that we are ISO certified. At the same time we are connected to the Swedish circular 
packaging system, as we think it is crucial to recycle our packaging so that our products 
impact to the environment has as little impact as possible.

More information about our products

Read more about our products on our website 
https://blueandgreen.se/en/produkter/


